This paper aims to estimate the carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon (HC) concentrations of vehicle exhaust. For this purpose, an improved Stacking model is designed. Compared with individual estimation models, the improved Stacking model can achieve better concentration estimation performance. That model has a three-layer structure. The first layer is made up of multiple estimation models, which produce intermediate estimation results from the original exhaust data based on the K -fold cross-validation. The second layer takes these intermediate estimation results as input and trains a statistical learning model which generates preliminary estimation results of the concerned exhaust concentrations. The first two layers actually constitute the Stacking model, which is extended by the additional third layer of our improved one. The third layer implements a weighted summation method. More specifically, the preliminary estimation results generated by the second layer are linearly combined with the concentration estimation results of some strong estimation models, such as XGBoost and LightGBM, to produce the final estimation results in the third layer. Our improved Stacking model is verified through experimental data, which were collected by a Urban Road Network Vehicle Emissions Monitoring System and small weather stations in two Chinese cities, including Beijing and Jiaozuo. Experimental results show that compared with some regression and neural network estimation models, especially the Stacking model and Boosting models, our improved Stacking model achieves higher exhaust concentration estimation accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The excessive emission of motor vehicle exhaust is one of the main causes of air pollution. As the vehicle exhaust contains some harmful gases, it can cause certain harm to the human respiratory system and immune function [1] - [4] , leading to decreased respiratory immunity. Therefore, it is very important to monitor the vehicle exhaust concentrations and thus control the emission of pollutant gases from vehicles.
The conventional emission concentration estimation schemes are generally based on equipment measurement or estimation of exhaust emission concentration. The equipment measurement solution is to install a vehicle exhaust detection device (PEMS) at the rear of the vehicle exhaust pipe to directly measure exhaust emission The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mauro Tucci .
concentrations. Although PEMS can provide high exhaust concentration accuracy, it is much expensive and inconvenient to use [5] - [7] . So the PEMS scheme is not as attractive as the estimation schemes. Shan et al. [8] proposed a method to estimate exhaust emission concentrations using accelerated simulation mode (ASM) conditions, but only in a specific speed range of vehicles. Franco García et al. [9] proposed to measure the emission concentrations using an engine dynamometer. By [9] , the pollutant contents in the exhaust are measured while a vehicle is placed on the chassis dynamometer and moves at a certain speed. Although the measurement in [9] yields high concentration accuracy, it is limited to the laboratory environment. Geller et al. [10] implemented tunnel inspection to detect local exhaust emission concentrations, which, however, can only detect the average exhaust emission concentrations at specific times and spaces and is susceptible to environmental conditions. With the development of artificial intelligence technology, deep learning provides new solutions to estimate exhaust emission concentrations by collecting multiple factors which can affect the concentration of exhaust emissions. The artificial neural network (ANN) model was used for concentration estimation [11] - [13] , but its estimation accuracy is poor.
As one of the fast increasing areas of artificial intelligence, machine learning has found many applications in various fields, particularly the regression applications. For the regression problem, classic machine learning models, such as LightGBM, XGBoost, and random forest regressor (RFR), have been widely used. In the electric power field, LightGBM is used for short-term wind power prediction [14] , and XGBoost is proposed to predict transient stability [15] . In the field of geology, RFR is used for leaf nitrogen content estimation in wheat [16] . Due to the above great successes of machine learning, we plan to do exhaust concentration estimation based on machine learning models.
Given the aforementioned issues of the conventional exhaust emission concentration estimation and the existing artificial intelligence technology, this paper implements the Stacking model to estimate the vehicle exhaust concentration for the first time. As the concentration estimation accuracy is critical in determining whether a vehicle satisfies the pollution standards, we further improve the estimation accuracy of the Stacking model by proposing an additional layer to integrate multiple models of vehicle emission concentration estimation. Then we obtain an improved Stacking model, which is shown in Fig. 1 . We pre-process the raw exhaust data collected by an Urban Road Network Motor Vehicle Emission Monitoring System [12] , [17] from Beijing and Jiaozuo, China. The processed exhaust data are divided into a training sample set and a testing sample set. The training sample set uses K -fold cross-validation to train the comparative regression models and the proposed improved Stacking model. The test sample set is used to evaluate the estimation accuracy of the comparison models and the improved Stacking model. The relevant operations in Fig. 1 are briefly described below.
The Stacking model is the kernel of the architecture in Fig. 1 . It was first proposed by Wolpert [18] to solve the generalization problem and has a two-layer structure. Its first layer transforms and combines the characteristic exhaust data of the original data using multiple non-parametric machine learning models to reconstruct the new secondary exhaust characteristic data. Then its second layers takes the reconstructed secondary data to train the statistical learning model with better stability and obtain the estimated exhaust concentrations. But this Stacking model does not always yield good estimation performance for all data sets. Some boosting algorithms, such as Catboost [19] , [20] , Xgboost [21] and LightGBM [22] , were used in the famous Kaggle competition and produced comparable performance as the Stacking model. To further improve the estimation accuracy, we design an improved Stacking model based on the original Stacking model in Fig. 1 . This improved model has a three-layer structure. The first two layers are from the Stacking model. In the additional third layer, the preliminary estimation results produced by the second layer are weighted and summed with the concentration estimation results of other strong estimation models to produce the final concentration estimation results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Data processing methods and feature selection techniques are provided in Section II. The estimation method based on the improved Stacking model is presented in Section III. Comparative experimental results and analysis are presented in Section IV. Some concluding remarks are reported in Section V.
II. VEHICLE EXHAUST DATA PROCESSING A. DATA FEATURES
The vehicle exhaust data used in this paper comes from two sources. First, the Urban Road Network Vehicle Emissions Monitoring System collects vehicle telemetry data, such as remote sensing data, vehicle speed and vehicle acceleration. Second, small meteorological environment monitoring stations next to the local telemetry systems collect meteorological data, such as outdoor temperature, humidity, wind direction and atmospheric pressure. At each monitoring instant, the relevant data of one vehicle is assembled into a record with the aforementioned fields, such as speed, acceleration, temperature, humidity. We collected records of vehicle exhaust data from two different Chinese regions in Beijing and Jiaozuo. Table 1 shows some characteristic features of the vehicle exhaust. Among them, the features of C_CO and C_HC are the volume concentration ratios of CO, HC, and C_CO 2 measured by using the carbon dioxide (C_CO 2 ) as a reference. The volumetric concentration of CO and HC in the exhaust is obtained by the combustion chemical equation.
B. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
We collected vehicle exhaust data from Beijing and Jiaozuo. Such data is organized as records. Each record corresponds to a vehicle and is made up of 18 features to represent the status of the concerned vehicle and the environmental condition. Due to the measurement unreliability, some feature values of records may be unreliable, and even missing. So data cleaning, outlier processing and data completion are necessary, which are introduced below. Moreover, the following data encoding is also needed to convert all features into real numbers.
1) DATA CLEANING
Some of the vehicle exhaust data are unreliable and cannot be used for training the estimation model. Such raw exhaust data have to be cleaned away. For example, the data records, whose confidence of license plate recognition is below 85%, should be deleted. At the same time, the attribute fields being irrelevant to the estimation model training are also deleted, such as the exhaust over-judgment result (RecordStatus), and the vehicle license plate number (cphm).
2) OUTLIER PROCESSING
Some of the features in the vehicle exhaust data records contain outliers, which may bias the estimation model training and can be deleted. However, if an outlier is not too abnormal, it should be kept. The reason lies in that if all outliers are removed, the estimation model training will lack in robustness and its generalization capability will significantly decrease. The numbers of outliers of the exhaust data in two concerned cities are listed in Table 2 . It can be seen that there are many abnormal records among the exhaust data, and the abnormal records cannot be directly deleted. In this paper, we take outlier boundary interpolation to eliminate outliers.
Here mid + 10IQR and mid − 1.5IQR are selected as the upper and lower bounds of the abnormal value screening, where mid is the median value of the concerned variable and IQR is the interquartile range of the concerned variable. The scatter plots in Fig. 2 show the distributions of the feature attribute ''Opacity'' before and after the outlier processing in Jiaozuo exhaust data. It can be observed that before the outlier processing, there are a few samples with extremely large values, which are far from most samples and actually outliers. Fig. 2(b) is the scatter plot in which the abnormal value of the feature attribute of Opacity is replaced by either the upper bound mid + 10IQR or the lower bound mid − 1.5IQR. It can be seen that the scatter plot of the processed feature Opacity looks better with more concentrated data range. We processed 8345 abnormal data records in the Jiaozuo area and 10876 ones in the Beijing area.
3) DATA ENCODING
Some of the features of the exhaust data are not real numbers, but an object, such as ''yes/no'' or ''pass/fail''. As such features cannot be directly used, we take the OneHot method to encode such features with the simple number set {0, 1, 2, · · · }.
4) DATA COMPLETION
Some of the collected data records are incomplete due to sensor failure or partial data loss during data transmission. The incompleteness of the exhaust data records is more serious here. Although the total number of vehicle exhaust data records from two regions is 214,307, there are only 179,096 data records that are complete, accounting for only 83.57% of the total data records. This paper implements an improved semi-supervised cooperative training regression algorithm [12] to complement the missing data records. In this paper, 35,211 incomplete exhaust data records are complemented by that algorithm and their relevant numbers are given in Table 2 . Among them, we complemented 22,205 and 13,006 records in Beijing and Jiaozuo, respectively, which fundamentally improves the training of exhaust concentration estimation.
C. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
We establish a correlation matrix between the features of the exhaust data set. Particularly, the thermogram of the correlation matrix of Jiaozuo is shown in Fig. 3 . The values in the figure are linear correlation coefficients r, which can quantitatively measure the correlation between two variables and is defined as
where X and Y represent two concerned feature variables, Cov(X , Y ) is the covariance of X and Y , and Var[X ] and Var[Y ] are the variances of X and Y , respectively. r ranges from −1 to 1. Usually, |r| > 0.5 indicates a strong correlation between the two variables while small |r|, i.e., r is close to 0, indicates that there is weak linear relationship between the two variables. In Fig. 3 , the closer the correlation coefficient r is to 1, the stronger the positive correlation between the two variables is and the whiter the color of the corresponding block is. When r is close to -1, the negative correlation is strong and the corresponding block color is dark. When a pair of variables has strong correlation, e.g., |r| > 0.95, we can take only one variable as the other is redundant. When a pair of variables has weak correlation, e.g., |r| < 0.01, they are less relevant. Fig. 3 shows that the correlation coefficient between RC_HC and other feature variables is less than 0.01 and can be deleted. In the same way, we deleted the feature Acc of the Beijing exhaust data.
III. IMPROVED STACKING METHOD
Our vehicle exhaust concentration estimation is based on the Stacking model, which combines the results of multiple estimation models to generate better results. The kernel of Stacking is a hierarchical fusion model [23] - [25] . Its main purpose is to improve the performance of the model by increasing the generalization capability of the estimation model. Stacking is an integrated learning framework by integrating multiple machine learning models, such as random forest (RF) [26] , CatBoost and XGBoost. We propose an improved version of Stacking to obtain better exhaust concentration estimation accuracy.
A. K-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
The improved Stacking integration model takes K -fold crossvalidation to segment and train the vehicle exhaust data [27] , [28] . The steps of K -fold cross-validation listed below.
(1) The training data set is divided into non-overlapping equal K subsets. Take K − 1 subsets as the training data set and the remaining one as the validation data set. Suppose the collected vehicle exhaust training sample set is D with n D records. Under the above K -fold processing, the training sample set D is divided into K non-overlapping subsets. In each cross-validation, the training data set has K −1 K · n D records, and its corresponding testing data set has 1 K · n D records.
B. DETAILS OF THE IMPROVED STACKING METHOD
The improved Stacking model is made up of 3 layers. The first layer takes multiple non-parametric machine learning models to transform and combine the original exhaust data to reconstruct new feature data. Then the second layer uses the new feature data to train a statistical learning model with better stability and produces preliminary exhaust concentration estimation results. Actually the first two layers constitute the general Stacking integrated learning model. In the third layer, the preliminary estimation results obtained from the second layer are weighted and summed with the concentration estimation results of other strong models to produce a final concentration estimate.
1) FIRST LAYER
The first layer is made up of t base models, Model 1 , Model 2 , . . ., Model t . Take Model i as an example. Each crossvalidation consists of two operations. The first is to train the model based on the training data. The second is to implement the trained model to the testing data. Under the jth K -Fold cross-validation, the testing data consist of 1 K · n D records and produce 1 K · n D estimation results, which are denoted as a i,j . Moreover, the trained model, Model i , is implemented to a testing sample set C with n C records and yields n C estimation results, which are denoted as b i,j . After K cross-validation, we obtain {a i,1 , a i,2 , · · · , a i,K } and {b i,1 , b i,2 , · · · , b i,K }. a i,1 , a i,2 , · · · , a i,K are concatenated to form a sequence of n D estimation results, which is denoted as A i . b i,1 , b i,2 , · · · , b i,K are averaged to form a sequence of n C estimation results,
By repeating the above procedure for all t models, we obtain A i and B i (i = 1, · · · , t). {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , . . . , A t } is combined into a matrix with n D rows and t columns as the next training data set A while {B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , . . . , B t } is combined into a matrix with n C rows and t columns as the next testing data set B. Fig. 4 shows the aforementioned operations when K = 5. As A and B are constructed by multiple models, they represent a kind of fusion of these models.
2) SECOND LAYER
In the second layer, the training data set is A which is generated by the first layer. Here the original training data set, which is taken at the first layer, is no longer used. To avoid the problem of overfitting, the estimation model in the second layer should be relatively simple. Although complex nonlinear transformations may be involved in feature extraction, only simple operations are allowed in the current estimation model [29] . B will be taken to evaluate the performance of the obtained estimation model here. 
3) AN ADDITIONAL LAYER
The Stacking model is made up of only the first and second layers. We introduce an additional layer to form our improved Stacking model. In the additional third layer, the estimation results of the Stacking model and other strong learning models are weighted and summed to yield the final exhaust concentration estimation result. The estimation result of the i-th model is denoted as y i . Then the final estimation result is computed asŷ
where W i and b are parameters to be trained. Here the leastsquare method is taken to train W i and b through minimizing the estimation residual as
where y is the true value or the label value. Because different estimation models have great differences in the learning of original data, they can explore the feature space from different perspectives. By combining them, we can learn the features more comprehensively and yield more accurate estimation results than individual estimation models. The concerned estimation models include Catboost, XGBoost and LightGBM. Catboost is often better than other Boosting models in regression estimation. XGBoost and LightGBM have good regression estimation capability and have achieved first-class results in the famous Kaggle competition. To obtain good estimation, these excellent estimation models are implemented in the first layer of the Stacking model. To prevent over-fitting, the second layer just takes a simple statistical learning method for the concerned regression estimation. The third layer weighs the estimation results of the Stacking model and other models to yield better estimation results.
The schematic diagram of our improved Stacking model is shown in Fig. 5 . At the first layer, we selected three base models Model 1 , Model 2 and Model 3 , which are RFR, GBoost, and CatBoost. CatBoost is taken here because it yields the best estimation performance among all individual models, which will be shown by experimental results in Section IV. By combining CatBoost with different base models, we found that the combination of RFR, GBoost and CatBoost yields the best performance at the first layer. The second layer uses a weak estimation model, Lasso. The third layer combines the estimation result y 1 of the second layer and the estimation results y 2 and y 3 , which are produced by Model m (XGBoost) and Model n (LightGBM).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our experiments are based on the data from Beijing and Jiaozuo in 2018. As the capital of China, Beijing holds many cars whose emission places great burdens on air pollution. Jiaozuo is a typical example of cities which suffer from serious air pollution due to coal mining. 136,545 vehicle exhaust samples were collected from Beijing and used for Experiment 1. Experiment 2 is made up 77,762 vehicle exhaust samples from Jiaozuo. After the data preprocessing in Section II, there were 128,175 qualified vehicle exhaust VOLUME 7, 2019 [12] were also added for comparison. The concerned models were implemented to the training and testing exhaust sample sets of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Here the regression problem evaluation index, the root means square error (RMSE), the correlation coefficient (R), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the goodness of fitting (R new ) are selected as the performance indicators which are defined as
where N is the size of the exhaust testing sample set, y i and y i are the real and estimated CO or HC concentration of the i-th sample, respectively, andȳ and y stand for the averages of the true and estimated CO or HC concentrations, respectively. For better performance, R and R new are expected to be larger while smaller RMSE and MAE are more desirable. For the given testing sample set, the aforementioned performance indicators are computed and shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . For Experiment 1, the estimation results are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) , and the results of the performance indicators are shown in Table 3 . For Experiment 2, the estimation results are shown in Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 6(d) , and the results of the indicators are shown in Table 4 . Fig. 6 includes the estimated CO and HC concentrations by Catboost, LightGBM, RFR, XGBoost, GBoost, DNN, Stacking, and improved Stacking. To demonstrate these estimation errors, we randomly take 100 samples from the testing sample set and name them as ''Random Test Data''. In Fig. 6 , ''Observed'' stands for the label value, i.e., the true value, of a sample. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the gap between the red curve (the true value) and the blue curve (the estimated value by our improved Stacking) is the smallest, which indicates the smallest estimation error. Compared with Catboost, LightGBM, RFR, XGBoost, GBoost, DNN, Stacking, our improved Stacking achieves better estimation accuracy. Now we analyze the estimation results demonstrated in Table 3 , Table 4 , Fig. 6. 1) As the most popular Boosting algorithm, CatBoost achieves good exhaust concentration estimation accuracy and outperforms Lasso, RFR, GBoost, XGBoost and LightGBM in terms of many performance indicators, particularly RMSE of the CO and HC concentration estimation of Beijing in Table 3 . Among all individual base estimation models, XgBoost achieved the best RMSE in the CO concentration estimation of Table 4 , RFR achieved the best RMSE in the HC concentration estimation of Jiaozuo in Table 4 , and
Jiaozuo in
GBoost achieved the best R in the HC concentration estimation of Jiaozuo in Table 4 . of the Stacking model, and produce preliminary estimation results from the original vehicle exhaust data. By organizing multiple estimation models in a 2-layer structure, the Stacking model can well improve the estimation performance, which motivates its use in the CO and HC concentration estimation of vehicle exhaust for the first time. A third layer of our improved Stacking model is introduced to combine the preliminary estimation results of the Stacking model and estimation results of other estimation models, which can greatly benefit the improvement of the estimation performance. We take vehicle exhaust data collected at two Chinese cities of Beijing and Jiaozuo to compare our improved Stacking model and other state-of-the-art estimation models, and confirm its performance superiority. Our improved Stacking model has also be applied to other Chinese cities, such as Hefei and Anyang, and will find applications in more Chinese and foreign cities. Its high concentration estimation accuracy will enable us to precisely determine whether the exhaust emission of a vehicle is qualified or not and improve the air pollution by forbidding unqualified vehicles in these cities.
